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Abstract 
The present research focuses on terms of Latinate origin in English and Slovak linguistics. They show formal resemblance, yet 
their semantic scope and function may differ. The underlying research question is whether the Latinate origin of linguistics terms 
guarantees one-to-one correspondence of content in recipient languages. The research tests two hypotheses: 1) total equivalence 
of the semantic content of the studied terms is largely not shared; 2) the biggest imbalance is in morphosyntax. Based on attesting 
to the conceptualization of the present corpus, 59% of the terms manifested other than one-to-one correspondence, and the 
biggest imbalance was in lexicology.  
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1. Introduction 
The present research falls in the field of lexicographic and translation studies. It is part of the research grant 
project aimed at compiling a linguistics dictionary. To prepare its inventory, it is necessary to explore the issue of 
equivalence between English and Slovak terminologies. Our present focus is terms of Latinate origin; hence, Latin 
and Greek serve as donor languages. It can be assumed that formal resemblance also implies resemblance of 
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semantic scope and function; e.g. 6ORYDNVSHDNHUVRI(QJOLVKFRPPRQO\SHUFHLYHWHUPVOLNH³SKUDVH´YV³IUi]D´DV
interchangeable. The underlying research question is whether the Latinate origin of a term guarantees one-to-one 
equivalence of semantic content in recipient languages; here, English and Slovak. Our hypotheses are as follows: 
H1) despite the frequent use of Latinate terms in Slovak linguistics, one-to-one correspondence is less than common 
across the core language fields when Slovak-English and English-Slovak relationships are concerned; H2) based on 
anecdotal evidence we are inclined to believe that the distribution across the core linguistic levels is not balanced: 
the biggest imbalance will be at a morphosyntactic level, and only small imbalance at phonic and lexical levels.  
2. Methodology of the study  
2.1. The theoretical framework 
The theoretical framework is built up of three concepts: term, conceptualization, and equivalence. The notion of a 
dictionary entry as a textual unit requires us to understand what a term represents. Unlike a common lexical unit, the 
meaning of a term is perceived as being deeper since a term results from scholarly study and exploration. The link 
between content and form is, however, more tenuous here than in non-terms, which is caused by the necessity to 
convey an identical concept by various forms depending on socio-cultural advances (cf )XUGtNIn becoming 
aware of a term, hermeneutic understanding takes place, which strictly involves hermeneutic prejudice (Gadamer, 
1994) as the knowledge of the term in the mother tongue, and refiguration (Ricoeur, 2000) as a result of the process 
of encoding differences in the meaning of a term in the source and target languages. Therefore, hermeneutic 
understanding plays a vital role in the process of cultivating sensitivity towards the differences between the 
terminologies of both languages involved, and allows conceptualization of the term in both languages. Based on the 
concept of human being as a language animal (Taylor, 1985), conceptualization is to be understood as the 
FRPSHWHQFH RI DVVLJQLQJPHDQLQJV WR WKH VOLFHV RI H[WUDOLQJXDO UHDOLW\ ZKLFK LV DOORZHG E\ D KXPDQ¶V DELOLW\ WR
recognize potential interpretation of the text within the broad socio-FXOWXUDO FRQWH[W 'ROQtN, 2009). In order to 
identify the differences in the conceptualization of terms residing in the lexicon of the two languages, a helpful tool 
is identifying a degree of equivalence (hereinafter DoE). The concept of equivalence holds a central position in 
translation theory. Nonetheless, it has also been a controversial one, causing heated debates among scholars due to 
its definition, nature, and applicability. Thus, we find scholars who consider equivalence an important concept (e.g. 
Nida 1964, Kade 1968, Koller 1979, House 1977, & Pym 1998, 2010), but there are very vocal others who view 
equivalence as rather unnecessary (e.g. Chesterman, 1998, & Baker, 1992), denying its legitimate status. In 
terminological and lexicographic research, however, it is of immense importance because it may be one of the major 
causes of imprecise and inaccurate translations. 
2.2. Research plan 
We compiled a corpus of 80 English and Slovak orthographically (though not phonologically) similar terms of 
Latinate origin (20 per field: phonetics and phonology, morphosyntax, lexicology, and stylistics). To ensure 
unbiased classification of the DoE, the terms were chosen randomly and as representatives of the core. Then the 
semantic content of every term was cross-checked (the dictionaries that served as reference sources are provided in 
References). In doing so, the conceptualization was attested to and the DoE could be arrived at: .DGH¶VW\SRORJ\ of 
equivalence (1968) served as a primary tool; yet, in line with the research goal, we adapted the typology so that we 
could assess the DoE of the semantic content:     
 
1. One-to-one correspondence ± a source language (hereinafter SL) unit has a permanent equivalent in the target 
language (hereinafter TL), with the same function, scope, and significance; 
2. One-to-many correspondence ± a given SL unit has several senses in the TL;  
3. One-to-part-of-one correspondence ± the meaning of a SL unit is broader than that of  TL equivalent; a TL unit 
covers part of a concept designated by a single SL unit; 
4. One-to-nil correspondence ± the SL unit does not have a TL equivalent on the content level; the content, 
function, or significance of the TL equivalent is different.   
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Denoting concrete relationships between SL (here: English) and TL (here: Slovak) terms, equivalence in the 
present paper is treated as an empirical category. Our research draws on the concept of denotative equivalence: it 
involves the extra-linguistic content in that the SL and TL terms refer to the (relatively) same concept in the real 
world. Our objective is to establish whether the seemingly identical orthographic form unveils semblance in the 
content, and thus assists in entry formation in the prospective dictionary. 
3. Findings and discussion 
3.1. Overall results 
The analysis yielded some interesting results. Hypothesis 1 was confirmed in that the occurrence of total 
equivalence was 41% as opposed to the occurrence of other than total equivalence ± 59%. In the four areas, the 
results are as follows (Table 1): 
Table 1. The degree of equivalence at the core language levels. 
Type of equivalence Phonic level Morphosyntactic l.  Lexical level Stylistic level Total of 
One to one   9   (45%)   8  (40%)   7  (35%)   9    (45%) 33   (41%) 
Other than one-to-one  11 (55%) 12  (60%) 13  (65%) 11  (55%) 47   (59%) 
- One to many   1   4   6   3 14 
- One to part of one   7   5   4   5 21 
- One to nil   3   3   3   3 12 
  
Hypothesis 2 was refuted in that the results point to a different situation than expected. The distribution of the 
types of correspondence was quite balanced, and the smallest DoE of the Latinate cognates was observed at the 
lexical level. In the following section, the explication is provided: examples of one-to-one correspondence do not 
undergo further discussion; for the other three, the differences and similarities are pointed out.    
3.2. Justification and explication of the findings 
3.2.1. One-to-one correspondence 
In the subcorpus of phonetics and phonology, it has proved to be the most frequent type and it included 9 terms: 
allophone/alofóna, assibilation/asibilácia, articulation/artikulácia, diphthong/diftong, glottis/glotída, phone/fóna, 
phonetics/fonetika, isochrony/izochrónnosĢ, and phonotactics/fonotaktika. In morphosyntax, 8 terms were identified: 
conjugation/konjugácia, declension/deklinácia, verb/verbum, adjective/adjektívum, adverb/adverbium, predicate/ 
predikát, subject/subjekt, adverbial/adverbiále. In lexicology, 7 cases were observed: polysemy/polysémia, 
antonyms/antonymá, acronymization/akronymizácia, euphemism/eufemizmus, hyperonym/hyperonymum, phraseme/ 
frazéma, paremiology/paremiológia (paremiological inventories in the two languages vary, yet the subject of is the 
same ± culturally determined units). In stylistics, it has been verified to be the most frequent type involving 9 terms: 
stylistics/štylistika, deixis/deixa, discourse/diskurz, connotation/konotácia, microstructure/mikroštruktúra, emotional 
lexis / emocionálna lexika, cohesion/kohézia, coherence/koherencia, and hyperbole/hyperbola. 
3.2.2. One-to-many correspondence 
In phonetics and phonology, we observed 1 case: codification ± kodifikácia. The English and Slovak terms differ 
greatly, assumingly due to the distinct approach to language planning and language policy of the respective 
languages and cultures. Thus, the dominance of prescriptive tradition in Slovak orthoepy may have resulted in a 
very complex understanding making codification a focal point in Slovak linguistics, especially in pronunciation. 
In morphosyntax, 4 cases were observed. 
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1/ indirect object / nepriamy objekt/predmet: formally, this language pair does not provide for formal semblance, yet 
LWLVZRUWKFRPPHQWLQJRQ:KHQGLVFXVVHGDVRQHRIWKHPDLQVHQWHQFHHOHPHQWVWKHWHUP³REMHkW´ is commonly 
used in Slovak; when specified as direct or indirect, the Slovak equivalent reminds us of a calque. Propositionally, 
the Slovak understanding of this type of object is broader than the English one. In Slovak, it can stand by itself or 
can co-occur with the direct object; in English, it always co-occurs with a direct object.         
2/ causative verb / kauzatívum, kauzatívny predikát: the English term typically involves a closed set of verbs (make, 
have, let, get, and their synonyms like force, ask, persuade) and implies syntactic constraints in terms of whether 
these verb forms are followed by a bare infinitive or to-LQILQLWLYH$6ORYDN XQGHUVWDQGLQJ RI ³NDX]DWtYXP´ LV D
derived verb expressing the meaning of ³PDNLQJVRPHWKLQJKDSSHQ´,WV word-formative nature makes this an open 
category in Slovak, a category with a much wider inventory than English, and a much less defined membership.  
3/ copular verb, linking verb / kopula: the main idea behind these concepts is in both languages the same. The 
difference seems to be in the size of the inventory. The English understanding covers a) the most common 
expressions (be, seem, appear), b) verbs indicating change (became, fall, turn, grow, etc.), c) and verbs indicating no 
change (stay, remain). The Slovak perception is identical with the English ones in a) and c), but not with b) (these 
are expressed by full verbs in Slovak); furthermore, in Slovak, the verbs with a reflexive element are included here.  
4/ syntagm/syntagma: as a notion, both terms represent the same idea ± a syntagmatic relationship between two or 
more linguistics forms. This function, however, is executed differently. In English, a syntagm is a less common term 
IRUD³SKUDVH´OLNHQRXQSKUDVHDGMHFWLYDOSKUDVHHWFDXQLWFRQVLVWLQJRIDKHDGDQGDPRGLILHU,Q6ORYDNWKLV
syntactic relationship is of three types: subject-verb, verb-object, determiner-head. The types recognized in English 
fall within the verb-object type and determiner-head type of a syntagm. The subject-verb relationship is not present 
in the theoretical understanding of a syntagm in English. 
In lexicology, 6 cases were observed. 
1/ synonymy/synonymia: the main idea behind these concepts in both languages is the same. The difference lies in 
the size of the inventory. With regard to the wealth of relations between synonymous lexemes, the Slovak concept is 
much wider than the English one; Slovak is more abundant in absolute synonyms; in English, these are rare.  
2/ motivation/motivácia: while the English term motivation specifies only the sort of motivation, (e.g. phonetic, 
morphematic, semantic), the Slovak term motivácia is much more specific. This may be caused by a rich tradition of 
research of Slovak linguists dealing with this line of enquiry. The reference to the lack of arbitrariness is not 
mentioned in the English concept, which makes it narrower.   
3/ concept/konceptERWKWHUPVH[SUHVVWKHLGHDRI³VRPHWKLQJDEVWUDFW´`; however, the Slovak term koncept/pojem 
refers also to the meaning of the linguistic sign, i.e. signifié. This meaning is not commonly present in the majority 
of English definitions of the term concept. 
4/ conversion/konverzia: while the English term is strictly used to define word-formative derivational process of the 
creation of a word from an existing word without any change in form, in Slovak terminology this term refers also to 
the definition of systematic relation within Slovak lexicon, particularly to the relation between lexical and 
grammatical opposites based on the change of expression or the function of participants in sentence structure (e.g. 
NXSRYDĢSUHGiYDĢ>EX\VHOO@ 
5/ dialectism/dialektizmus: the English term refers to a word belonging to the local speech of a certain area. Besides 
the usage of the term for a description of the word with the social, stylistic and territorial limitation, the scope of the 
6ORYDNWHUPLVH[WHQGHGWRWKHILHOGRIOLWHUDU\WKHRU\DQGUHIHUVWRWKHODQJXDJHLWHPXVHGIRUFKDUDFWHUV¶GHVFULSWLRQ
,PULFKRYi, & Ripka, 2003).  
6/ idiom/idióm: the difference lies in the size of inventory in Slovak. The basic idea is shared: institutionalized 
multi-word units with fully or partially figurative meaning and relative fixedness. The Slovak term also refers to the 
language characteristic for regionally or socially limited group of speakers and to linguistic peculiarities of country 
dialect, or social class. 
In stylistics, 3 occurrences were observed. 
1/ paralinguistic/paralingvistický: the English term refers to non-verbal and both vocal and non-vocal features of 
communication. Scope of the Slovak term is broadened by contextual aspects like setting and background 
knowledge.    
2/ parallelism/paralelizmus: the English term conveys parallel syntactic structures, while the Slovak term, in 
addition to syntax, includes parallel sound patterning.    
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3/ style/štýl: the English term does not have the same scope of significance in stylistics as a scholarly field as it does 
in Slovak. In the Slovak context, the recognition of the term is related to the linguistics tradition elaborating on the 
Prague Circle of Linguistics; a whole paradigm is based on this concept.   
3.2.3. One-to-part-of-one correspondence 
In phonetics and phonology, surprisingly, the subcorpus evidences 7 cases. 
1/ accent/akcent: the English term is conceptualized as stress, variety of English, or manner of pronunciation, and 
the Slovak term as lexical or sentence stress. Reasons for a broader scope of meaning in the English term may be 
explained by a number of native-like manners of pronunciation resulting from specific development of English and 
approach to language variation. Likewise, the global spread of English may be viewed upon as a contributing factor 
in that a surplus of non-native-like varieties of English has emerged. The Slovak term appears to be of noticeably 
narrower scope and only refers to making a syllable more prominent through a set of phonetic features.  
2/ affrication/afrikácia: the English term is conceptualized as the act or process of changing a stop sound to an 
affricate; the Slovak term as abolishing the closure in stops, i.e. it may not include a complete change of a plosive 
into an affricate.  
3/ aperture/apretúra: the English term is used in various models of non-linear phonology to account for contrasts 
involving openness of articulation, i.e. as openness between the vocal folds, but also other types of openness (e.g. lip 
aperture and those given by Chomsky and Halle in their distinctive feature theory of phonology under the heading of 
secondary apertures (Crystal, 2008). The Slovak term is conceptualized as openness of speech organs, as openness 
between the vocal folds for producing the peak of a syllable which is followed by stricture. 
4/ emphasis/emfáza: the English term is conceptualized as a forceful quality in the way something is said or written, 
thus accounting for accentuation both in speech and writing, and the Slovak term merely as extreme stress. 
5/ hiatus/hiát: the English term refers to the coming together, with or without break or slight pause, and without 
contraction, of two vowels in successive words or syllables. Such conceptualization stresses the idea that a speech 
signal is continuous and English connected speech may not be segmented into words but rather into stress-groups. 
The Slovak term, however, refers only to a combination of two vowels within a word at a morphemic border prefix 
+ base reflecting the combinatory rules of the Slovak sound system). 
6/ phonology/fonológia: the English term means the study of phonemes and phonemic systems inclusive of the study 
of the speech sounds used in a language. The Slovak term refers to the study of phonemes and phonemic systems 
thus making a clear dividing line between phonetics and phonology. 
7/ sonant/sonanta: The English term is conceptualized as a voiced sound and/or a syllabic sound; the Slovak term 
merely as a syllabic sound.  
In morphosyntax, 5 cases occurred. 
1/ object/objekt: both terms share the meaning of a sentence element indicating a recipient of an action; in English 
always folORZLQJWKHYHUELQ6ORYDNW\SLFDOO\VWDQGLQJDIWHUDYHUE7KHH[WUDPHDQLQJLQ(QJOLVKLVWKDWRI³REMHFW
RIWKHSUHSRVLWLRQ´6XFKDVVRFLDWLRQLVDEVHQWLQ6ORYDN 
2/ direct object / priamy predmet/objekt: the idea shared by the two terms is that the direct object follows a transitive 
verb. The difference is that in Slovak a direct object is only the one in the non-prepositional Accusative; in English, 
it is a non-prepositional form, yet not necessarily Accusative.       
3/ participle/particípium: thLV (QJOLVK WHUP FRYHUV WZR 6ORYDN QRWLRQV ³SUtþDVWLH´ DQG ³SUHFKRGQtN´ ± ³VLPSOH
SDUWLFLSOH´DQG³FRPSRXQGSDUWLFLSOH´UHVSHFWLYHO\7KHIRUPHUFDQEHFRPHSDUWRIDSUHGLFDWHWKHODWWHULVDOZD\VD
non-finite form used instead of a relative clause.  
4/ phrase/fráza: the English term is monosemantic and denotes a syntactic relationship between two adjacent 
sentence elements. The Slovak term is a homonym primarily associated with idiomatology; a syntactic affiliation is 
only secondarily assigned, moreover, it is not commonly present in the Slovak syntactic analysis of a sentence; 
rather is it is connected with the reference to generative grammar.  
5/ clause/klauza: the WHUP³FODXVH´LVDNH\WHUPLQ(QJOLVKV\QWD[,Q6ORYDN it represents a theoretical construct 
used to communicate PHDQLQJRI³NODX]D´DVIROORZV³>F@ODXVHVµNODX]\¶DUHQHLWKHUFRRUGLQDWHQRUVXERUGLQDWH
neither non-extended nor simple or two-member. A clause is in relation to a sentence just like a morpheme is to a 
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ZRUG´0LVWUtNHW al., 236±237; our translation). It follows that in Slovak it is understood as a super term, beyond the 
scope of units delimited within a sentence. On the contrary, in English, it is a regular syntactic term commonly 
appearing in compounds like nominal clause, adverbial clause, relative clause, wh-clause, etc. 
In lexicology, 4 cases occurred.  
1/ lexicology/lexikológia: both terms share the meaning of the study of the lexicon, however, the English term  refers 
more often to  the study of the history of words or even to lexicography, which is completely absent in the Slovak 
conceptualization. Regarding the scope of the English term there is some agreement, but also considerable 
differences: some definitions agree that it is a science about the meaning and use/behaviour of words, some claim it 
is the study of the history of its vocabulary, and some emphasise the nature and form of words. In contrast, the 
Slovak term seems less heterogeneous.  
2/ lexeme/lexéma: the quintessential term lexeme conveys a partly different conceptualization: whereas the English 
lexeme commonly refers to a family of lexical units (see Cruse, 1986), the Slovak lexéma/lexikálna jednotka is seen 
synonymous with lexical unit ,PULFKRYi, & Ripka, 2003). Where the English conceptualization makes a sharp 
distinction between lexeme and lexical unit, the Slovak one seems synonymous. Both terms share the idea of a class 
RIYDULDQWV7KHH[WUDPHDQLQJLQ(QJOLVKLVWKDWRI³DKHDGZRUGLQDGLFWLRQDU\´-DFNVRQ, & =p$PYHOD, 2007). 
3/ collocation/kolokácia: the terms share the feature of co-occurrence, but the notion of transparency is present only 
in the English term. This may be related to the Anglophone approach to the study of collocations that views them as 
transparent language units in sharp contrast to idioms. The collocational range of English collocations tends to be 
wider compared to Slovak because in English a collocation is a matter of degree, ranging from weak (with only the 
slightest degree of predictability of co-occurrence) to very strong (a.k.a. a fixed collocation, entirely predictable). By 
contrast, the Slovak collocation is commonly more fixed. 
4/ compound/kompozitum: both terms share the meaning of a word (lexeme) composed of two or more bases written 
as one word, or hyphenated. The English term includes also compounds written as separate words. 
In stylistics, 5 cases occurred. 
1/ colloquial/kolokviálny: the English term implies ordinary, familiar in the sense of being more than informal on the 
scale of (in)formality while having the status of a style. The Slovak term is used with reference to the same kind of 
expression; however it is not recognized as a term describing a style. The English concept encapsulates all levels of 
expression (phonic, lexical, grammatical, and textual); in Slovak, the term refers exclusively to lexis.       
2/ linguistic/lingvistický: the English term has a double reading; it refers to both linguistics and language. The 
Slovak term has a sole reference to linguistics. In Slovak, in order to talk about language, not linguistics, a different 
lexeme is used. For example, in English we speak about linguistic phenomena and mean both the mere phenomena 
DQG D OLQJXLVWLF DQDO\VLV RI WKHP ,Q 6ORYDN WKH IRUPHU LV ³ODQJXDJH´ SKHQRPHQD SKHQRPHQD Hxisting in a 
ODQJXDJHDQG³OLQJXLVWLF´DSSURDFKDSSO\LQJWKHPHWKRGVDYDLODEOHLQOLQJXLVWLFV 
3/ expressive/expresívny: the English term expressive UHIHUVWRDOD\HURIYRFDEXODU\OLQNHGZLWKDXVHU¶VSHUVRQDOLW\
and individual creativity in terms of affective verbal behavior, mostly neutral. In the Slovak term, negative 
connotation prevails and communicates negative evaluation and/or inappropriateness of an expression.   
4/ extralinguistic/extralingvistický: the English term is conceptualized as something always related to 
communication, though not definable in linguistic terms (non-verbal contextual features); it may also include 
paralinguistic features. In Slovak linguistics, the term accounts merely for the contextual factors 
5/ reference/referencia: the English term encompasses linguistic (cataphoric and anaphoric), situational, and mental 
reference. The Slovak term is reserved only for pragmatic context, reference to spatial and temporal features. 
3.2.4. One-to-nil correspondence 
In phonetics and phonology, in the subcorpus are 3 cases of zero equivalence: 
1/ accommodation/akomodácia: The English term conceptualized as adaptation of sound combinations of vowel-
consonant type and consonant-vowel type; the Slovak term as a type of assimilation only concerning consonants;  
2/ continuant/kontinuant(a): The English term conceptualized as a consonant, as f or s, that may be prolonged 
without change of quality; the Slovak term as a VHPLYRZHOHJV\OODELFUOĚĎLHD segment of both vocalic and 
consonantal nature;  
3/ inversion/inverzia: The English term conceptualized as retroflection; the Slovak term as a change in positioning 
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segments in a word. 
In morphosyntax, 3 cases occurred.  
1/ attributive modifier / atribút HYHQ WKRXJK WKH 6ORYDN WHUP µDWULE~W¶PDNHV XV WKLQN LW KDV DQ RUWKRJUDSKLFDOO\
similar counterpart in English, the reverse is true. This term is absent in English syntax; its function is undertaken by 
µDWWULEXWLYHPRGLILHU¶7KHUHDVRQPD\DVZHOOOLHLQWKHYHU\QDWXUHRIV\QWDFWLFDQDO\VLV,Q6ORYDNDJUDPPDWLFDO
analysis of a clause (complex) involves two steps: sentence elements ± word classes. In English, such an analysis 
involves three steps: sentence elements ± phrases and constituents of a phrase (head, determining element) ± word 
FODVVHV$GHWHUPLQLQJHOHPHQWIXOILOOVWKHIXQFWLRQWDNHQXSE\µDWWULEXWH¶LQ6ORYDN 
2/ particle/partikula: an English particle is a homonym. It can be understood as a hyperonym encapsulating an 
adverb or a preposition, typically used to form multi-word verbs (phrasal/prepositional/phrasal-prepositional verbs); 
RULWFDQUHIHUWRQHJDWLYHµQRW¶RU µWR¶XVHGZLWKWKHLQILQLWLYH7KH6ORYDNXQGHUVWDQGLQJof the term is close to what 
a disjunct (or a discourse marker) stands for in English; their function is to contribute a VSHDNHU¶V evaluative stance.  
3/ inversion/inverzia: in English, inversion refers to the swapping of the positions of subject and verb. It is unmarked 
in questions and marked with fronted adverbials of place and negative adverbials. In the latter, the purpose is 
emphasis. In Slovak, inversion also occurs to fulfil the two functions, however, due to the common occurrence of 
³VLOHQW´VXEMHFt, the word order is not often perceived as inverted. The usage of inversion for the emphasis relates to 
a noun phrase, not subject-verb position in a sentence. In English, the term used for this Slovak syntactic 
construction is postposition rather than inversion. 
In lexicology, 3 cases were observed. 
1/ pseudosynonyms/pseudosynonymá: even if the Slovak term may trigger associations with the English term due to 
their orthographic semblance, the conceptualization is very different. The English term refers to so-called false-
synonyms, i.e. pairs of words which give misleading impression that they have the same or similar meaning, but are 
in fact in antonymous association. The function of the Slovak term is performed by cognitive or loose synonyms in 
English.  
2/ neologism/neologizmus: GHVSLWH IRUPDO VHPEODQFH DQG WKH SUHVHQFH RI WKH HOHPHQW RI ³QHZQHVV´, the English 
term includes a reference to technological innovations, which is absent in the Slovak conceptualization. On the other 
hand, the Slovak term encompasses transfer of meaning and borrowings from other languages. This may be caused 
by English being a lingua franca and a language of a dominant and imposing language culture, which contributes to 
the rate of neologisms in Slovak. This understanding of the term is not present in the English term.  
3/ phraseology/frazeológia: the Slovak term refers to a) a linguistic discipline concerned with the study of 
phrasemes and phraseological units, b) a set of phrasemes in the word-stock of a particular language, or c) typical 
expression of an individual or expression characteristic of a professional group, social class, etc. The primary 
meaning of the English term is that of the language used in a specific field, or as a representative of something. It is 
only slowly becoming an autonomous field, a linguistic subfield concerned with the study of word combinations of 
varying extent and type, and different degrees of fixedness (first efforts were recorded not even ten years ago). 
In stylistics, 3 cases were noticed:  
1/ formal/formálny: the difference in meaning is related to the function of the terms in that the English word refers to 
specific lexis and syntactic structures typical of a particular discourse; it has a status of a style peculiar to a certain 
commXQLFDWLYH VLWXDWLRQ 7KH 6ORYDN SKUDVH µIRUPiOQ\ MD]\N¶ IRUPDO ODQJXDJH LV W\SLFDOO\ XQGHUVWRRG DV D
compound used in the sphere of artificial intelligence and mathematics. It can also refer to speech, however, it is not 
considered a stylistics term, rather it is an opinion adjective describing the emphasis on form rather than content.  
2/ contamination/kontaminácia: the content of the English term falls within the realm of orthography (e.g. 
replacement of earlier ‘IHPHOOH¶ ZLWK µIHPDOH¶) or word-formation (forming blends); the content of the Slovak 
equivalent is related to the area of syntax and stylistics (combining two syntagms). 
3/ informal/neformálny: in English, it is a common term in stylistics incorporating specific genres or discourse types. 
In Slovak, it is not a recognized term; it is used as an evaluative comment on a particular way of expression.   
4. Conclusion 
Our objective was to establish whether the seemingly identical orthographic form unveils semblance in the 
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content of the terms, and thus may assist in entry formation in the prospective dictionary. The results indicate that 
the consistency in orthography does not predict the consistency in content. The occurrence of other than total 
correspondence, being 59%, calls for double-checking the meaning of the term in the course of designing an entry in 
the prospective bilingual linguistics dictionary. With regard to the form, the orthography of the Slovak terms reflects 
a standardized, prescriptively correct way of using the writing system, while employing GLDFULWLFVWKHDFXWHPDUN
the SDODWDOL]DWLRQ PDUN ß WKH XPODXW  DQG WKH FLUFXPIOH[ ÖWords of foreign origin usually undergo formal 
modifications in order to harmonize with the Slovak writing conventions. As also evidenced by the studied terms, 
Latinate words undergo the following changes. 7KH /DWLQ JUDSKHPH ³F´ LV UHSODFHG ZLWK ³N´ REMHNW NRQFHSW
NRQWDPLQiFLDNDX]DWtYXP7KHGLJUDSK³SK´ LV UHSUHVHQWHGE\³I´ LQ6ORYDNIUD]HROyJLDHXIHPL]PXV7KH³\´
DQG ³L´ DUH SUHVHUYHG LQ QRQ-native Slovak words, including the Latinate terms (hyperonymum, antonymum, 
V\QWDJPD LGLRP 7KH JUDSKHPHV ³Z´ DQG ³T´ DUH XVHG H[FOXVLYHO\ LQ ZRUGV RI IRUHLJQ RULJLQ RQFH  WKH ZRUG
EHFRPHVLQFRUSRUDWHGLQWKH6ORYDNOH[LFRQ³Z´DQG³T´DUHUHSODFHGZLWK³Y´DQG³NY´UHVSHFWLYHO\NRORNYLiOQ\
eNYLYDOHQFLD:KLOHWKHJUDSKHPH³[´DOVRRFFXUVLQIRUHLJQZRUGVOLNH³Z´DQG³T´6ORYDNUHWDLQVLWH[SUHVtYQ\
H[WUDOLQJYLVWLFNêGHL[LDOH[LNROyJLD$OWKRXJKGRXEOHFRQVRQDQWVWHQGWREHSUHVHUYHGLQ/DWLQDQG*UHHNSURSHU
names, most common nouns and their derivations replace the double consonants with the single ones (paralelizmus, 
NRORNiFLD NRORNYLiOQ\ DNRPRGiFLD The conducted research emphasizes the fact that cognate SL and TL terms 
share some kind of µsameness¶LPSO\LQJDQµillusion of symmetry between languages¶6QHOO-Hornby qt. in House, 
2015), however, it has to be accounted for the fact that equivalence is a relative notion as it is influenced by a variety 
of linguistic, cultural, including societal and historical factors (Baker 1992). In any cultural community, we have to 
deal with the dynamics of its language causing that the development of form and content do not coincide, which the 
present research manifests and poses as a task in the lexicographic work.   
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